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Position: Sg 

Class: Sr.  

Height: 196 cm 

Weight: 93 kg 

26ppg/7.7reb/2.6ast 

.53fg/.36 3ptfg/ .80ft 

DHH NET RATING 

87/100 
 

Progress Arrow 

Strengths  

Offense:  Intuitive scorer who uses a crafty handle 

and terrific bag of counters to find himself 

makeable shots… Was the fulcrum of the offense 

facing constant double teams and still maintained 

efficiency on a high volume… Does a great job 

taking what the defense gives him regardless of 

where they are playing him on the floor. 

Defense: Does a solid job using his length both on 

the ball and in the passing lanes. Not incredibly 

quick on his feet laterally but does a good job 

tracking his man off the ball. Great rebounder at his 

position who really displays a nose for the ball. 

Weaknesses  

Offense:  Not an explosive athlete… The first step is 

good enough against D2 defenses but will struggle 

against more laterally effective defenders… Can get 

tunnel vision and freeze out teammates on 

occasion… Will settle for mid-range jumper too 

often when he has opportunities to attack the rim. 

Defense: Needs to fight harder through off-ball 

screens… Was screened off of shooters and 

smaller guards far too often… Didn’t create a ton of 

turnovers given his size advantage against most 

competition… Looks like he’s saving himself for the 

offense end too often. 

Intangibles  

Extremely competitive individual who seemed like he took big matchups 

personally throughout the season. Not much is known about his off-court 

hobbies or personalities. Staff around the program spoke highly about his 

development as a leader on the court over his four years at St. Cloud. 

Overview  

A fluid and smooth scorer who consistently found ways to overcome 

defenses that schemed specifically for him. Despite average athleticism 

and length he finds a way to play hard and should find a way to please 

coaches with his diverse offensive game. 


